SECONDARY EDUCATION MAJORS

Secondary Majors

- Comprehensive Major: English & Language Arts Teaching- B.A. (http://catalog.uwec.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/english/english-language-arts-comprehensive-major-t-ba/)
- Major: French Teaching- B.A. (http://catalog.uwec.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/languages/french-major-t-ba/)
- Comprehensive Major: Physical Education Teaching- B.S. (http://catalog.uwec.edu/undergraduate/education-human-sciences/kinesiology/physical-education-teaching-comprehensive-major-bs/)
- Comprehensive Major: Mathematics Teaching- B.S. (http://catalog.uwec.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/mathematics/mathematics-comprehensive-major-t-bs/)
- Major: Mathematics Teaching- B.S. (http://catalog.uwec.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/mathematics/mathematics-major-t-bs/)
- Comprehensive Major: Spanish Teaching, TESOL Emphasis- B.A. (http://catalog.uwec.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/languages/spanish-tesol-major-t-ba/)
- Major: Spanish Teaching- B.A. (http://catalog.uwec.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/languages/spanish-major-t-ba/)
- Comprehensive Major: Social Studies Teaching, History Emphasis– BA (http://catalog.uwec.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/interdisciplinary/social-studies-teaching-comprehensive-major-history-bt-ba/)

Minors

- Minor: French, Teaching- ECA (http://catalog.uwec.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/languages/french-minor-cat/)
- Minor: Mathematics, Teaching (http://catalog.uwec.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/mathematics/mathematics-minor-t/)
- Minor: Spanish, Teaching- ECA (http://catalog.uwec.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/languages/spanish-minor-ecat/)